which are done in § §4 -6. The main theorem is Theorem 5.1.
Throughout this paper KO*(X} is identified with the Real K-group KR*(X} in the sense of Atiyah [1] because the reality of all spaces is assumed to be trivial. § 1. Preliminaries
From now on, we denote by G = SpM the symplectic group on quaternionic n-spaee H n and by F the center of G which is a cyclic subgroup of order 2 generated by -/ where / is the identity of G. Then PG = G/F.
By H we denote the representation space of the canonical nontrivial 1-dimensional real representation of jT and by pH the direct sum of p copies of H. Let B(pH@ R q } and S(pH ® R q } be the unit ball and the unit sphere in pH © R q centered at the origin o, and let H pH~9 = B(pH © R q }/S(pH © R q } be the quotient space with the collapsed S(pH © R q ) as a base point. These spaces are equipped with the induced T-action and P k = S((fc+l)/0/r, the real projective /c-space. Let L = H <8> C be the complexification of H. We write L for 2H in the complex case since L ~ 2H as a T-space. where X + denotes the disjoint union of X and a single point + which is to serve as the base point for X^ . To compute KO* (PG) we use the ^-functor KSp in addition to K. Here KSp(JC) denotes the Jf-group associated with the quaternionic vector bundles over X, and a quaternionic vector bundle means a complex vector bundle provided with a complex conjugate anti-involution. Given two quaternionic vector bundles E -> X and F-^ Y, the external tensor product E® C F -* XX Y becomes a Real vector bundle in the sense of [1] , so that this can be viewed as a usual real vector bundle. Thus any given x e KSp(X^) and y e KSp(Y^) give rise to an element of KO(X/\ 7), denoted by x A c y, for based spaces X and Y.
LetpH c (p + q}H be the submodule consisting of the firsts-tuples. Then the assignment (x, y) | -» (x, y/ i y \) (x G pH, y £ qlf} induces an equivariant homeomorphism S ((/> + g)#) -S(pH} ~ IntB(pH) XS(gtf)
Let/' X^Sp(ri) be a base point preserving map from a based space X to •SpOO with/as base point. Then the homotopy class of/ defines in a canonical manner an element of KSp ~l (X) which we denote by £ (/). Of course a similar fact holds for KO-and #-theories. We use the same symbol /3( ) for such elements.
Identify S° = 0(1), S 1 = £7(1) and S 3 = Sjp(l), and let ^ denote the identity map of S k into itself for /c = 0, 1, 3, then each £(O is a generator of the (-1)-dimensional coefficient group of the corresponding ^-theory. We write And moreover we put Usually the functor K is Z/2-graded as shown above, but it is considered to be Z/8-graded, that is, the order of// is 4, in the case of connecting two functors K and KO. In fact we use the following exact sequence of Bott [2] :
where % is the multiplication by rj lt c the complexification homomorphism and 8 the homomorphism given by the equality 5(r) = r(jLt~lx^) using the realification homomorphism r:K*(X) -» #O*OO. We now confine ourself to the real and complex ^-theories. It is well known that there holds KO* r (X} = KO*(X/n if X is a free T-space. Let flOCD and /?CO be the real and complex representation rings of F. Then we also have KO* r (JO = RO(n ® KO*(X^ if X is a trivial T-space by reason of F = Z/2. Similar isomorphisms hold for the complex ^-functor (of course Jt?OCO must be replaced by #CO). In the sequel we assume that such isomorphisms are identified.
Recall from [16, 3, 9] the Thorn isomorphism theorem which is our basic tool together with the facts stated in the next section.
(1. 4) For k > 0, e = 0, 1 there exists elements and co (8 In this section we recall the ring structure of the ^-groups of G and give that of the Jf-groups of P k which we need later on.
Let p -id: G -> Sp(n) be the canonical quaternionic representation of G and letp : G -> £7(2w) denote the complexification of p. Then we know (2.1) and (2.2) below from [7] and [17] respectively. where j) denotes the map P A -> S^ obtained by collapsing the outside of a top dimensional cell in P k . From [2] we then have
where the relations 7 2 +27 = 0 and }/ = 0 hold.
As for JTO*(P /C~1 ) it has been additively determined in [5, 19] In this section we describe the multiplicative generators of K*(PG) and JTO*(PG) except one of them in the real case which is given in § §5 and 6.
For the reduced complex and real line bundles over PG associated with the principal T-bundle G -» PG we use the same symbols 7 e #(PG) and f e #O(PG)
'p and %p factor through the canonical projection n: G -> PG and so these can be viewed as representations of PG. Further, since p is quaternionic, the same argument as that on the product A c in §1 shows that the latter is real. Thus we have
In order to give another kind of odd dimensional generator we consider the binomial coefficients ( oy+i ) >s -From now on, we denote by s = the exponent of 2 in the n. Since 2 S+1 | for 0 < ; < w-1, we put
Hence there are integers a 0 , a l , ••• , a n _! such that
From this fact we see that there exists a base point preserving map defines similarly an element of KSp~l(PG), denoted by /3(/c , 2). And we set
y definition we can easily check that there hold the equalities and so that a 0 T*(/8(/e 0 )) + -+ a n _ 1 ff*(4(/c n -i)) = 0. Let V be the free submodule of
). Then this fact shows that the submodule W c V generated by 7T*03(/c y ))'s has the rank smaller than l(n -1) /2] and that there exist certain integral linear combinations %i, '", X t °f /leap's over Z such that their characters on F are zero and they yield a free basis for W as follows. By the construction similar to that of K/S, each &., being viewed as a virtual representation of PG, gives rise to an element/SG^) £ KSp^PG) so that we have
for 1 < /c < £ as before. Then TT*(^(% A .)) (1 < /c < 0 form a basis for W and we will find that t is just equal to \_(n -1)/2] -1 in the sequel.
Finally for later use we give an estimate of the orders of 7 and 7 which follows from the property of K immediately. holds because the equality <5(;n*(t/)) = d(x)y does. Next we consider the group £"*(S((s + 2)L)xG) of (4.2) and begin by preparing generators of this group. Let f = jp*(7), £ = P*(y) and /3(A 2 *p) = jpg G8(A 2l p)) for 0 < £ < n where p! and £ 2 are the canonical projections from S((s + 2)L) XG to the 1st and 2nd factors.
By (2.4) 2 s+l r= 0<E#(P 2s+3 ). This fact shows that there is a T-bundle 
S(kL)xX, S((/c-l)L) XX).
Making use of this sequence when X = G and a single point, and using the above result when k -1 it follows by induction on k that the above morphism K* r (S(/cL)) <8> E -^K* r (S(kL) X G) is an isomorphism for each k. This completes the proof. We ready to calculate KO*(PG\ We proceed in nearly the same way as for K*(PG). In order to state our theorem we first prepare a few notations.
Proof of Theorem
Since each % } is a linear combination of A^^p's over Z and there holds 4(A 2 c +1 p) 2 4J^)). Compare these two exact sequences by using T k . Then it is easily seen by induction on k that T 8r^4 is an isomorphism because so is T 4 . Next again by applying h * r to the cofibration S((8r+4)#) -> S((8r+w+4)^) -*2 (8r "" 4)ff A S(uH} + we have an exact sequence and so in a way similar to the above we can check that T 8r+u _ 4 is an isomorphism since so are T u and T 8r+4 . This completes the proof.
First we consider the cases u = 0, 1. Similarly to the complex case the pair Q3((8r+w+4)#)xG, S((8r+w+4)#) XG) gives rise to an exact sequence Using this we can show that (5.3) becomes as follows. Let # be as in § 5. Then it is immediate by Lemma 6.4 and the injectivity of / that R c #0*(PG). And from the data above together with A(o^(y)) = A(x)t/ we infer that Irm'# 0 c ^ since A is surjective. Similarly to the case u = 1 we also have Irm'^o = i KO (R). Hence we conclude that^TO*(PG) = R, which completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
